Fun Tips for Discovering

NEW TALENTS!
Just like the fairies of Pixie Hollow everyone has their own unique mix
of abilities and so do you! These abilities are your talents, and you may
have some special talents you haven’t discovered yet. Here are some
fun tips to help you identify your talents and discover new ones!
HAVE FUN! Your talent will definitely be

LOOK AT THINGS IN A
NEW WAY. If you list doesn’t

something that you love to do. Make a list of your
favorite activities. You may have some things on
your list that are clearly talents. If your list was all
about sports, then you have athletic talent. If you
said that ballet is your favorite thing in the whole
world, you probably have a dancing talent!

seem helpful to you, look again. If you
had watching television on your list, you
might try doing a play with your friends at
home. If you like shopping for clothes, maybe
you would also enjoy fashion design!

My Favorite Activities:
1.____________________________
2.____________________________
3.____________________________

NURTURE YOUR TALENT. When you find

This Equals That List:
ex. Watching television= Making a home movie

1.________=________
2.________=________
3.________=________

something that you think is a talent, trust yourself.
Just like the fairies nurture flowers in Pixie Hollow
to help them grow, you can help your talent grow by
practicing and learning everyday.

Whether you are a
future doctor, artist,
chef, pianist, or
president, it all starts
now with discovering
who you are!

TRY SOMETHING NEW. A lot of schools

and communities offer kids opportunities to try
new things. Be brave. Don’t limit yourself. If
you’ve always been into art, but a science class
looks fun, try it. Who knows, you may be the next
great scientist. The world will never know unless
you take a chance. The great thing is there is no
downside to trying new things. Even if you discover
that something is not your talent. It is always
valuable to learn new things.
New Things I Would Like To Try:
1.____________________________
2.____________________________
3.____________________________
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